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4 of 4 review helpful A fantastic story inexpertly written By XDoctor Consider this a review of the entire series not 
just this book The story here is great It s engaging entertaining and sometimes shocking However there are some 
problems In the first few books it s like reading an outdoors catalog Nothing is just a hatchet or a water bottle it s a 
Gerber hatchet and a Platypus water bottle He d BOOK 5 OF THE SURVIVALIST SERIESAgainst all odds Morgan 
Carter and his family have endured despite the deteriorating conditions surrounding them Armed with survivalist 
tactics Morgan s crew alongside their nbsp new friends from the recently liberated DHS camp have worked together to 
build a sustainable communuity But not all situations can be prepared for When a massive wildfire threatens their very 
existence they must decide fight or flight About the Author A American nbsp has been involved in prepping and 
survival communities since the early 1990s An avid outdoorsman he has a spent considerable time learning edible and 
medicinal plants and their uses as well as primitive survival skills 
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